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memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2008 :  14:23:43  

Hi Carole,

It's what I'm looking for too. I think Josh posted the image a while back too. I can't buy this photo anywhere or find it anywhere
in the on-line image archives. It may be owned by Dusty's Estate. Previously, it hasn't crossed my mind to have Dusty on my
wall and perhaps this image is just too powerful but I reckon a life size blow-up would look great. Alongside the photo from 'A
Girl called Dusty'.

Thanks!

Memphis
Ever since we met...

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2008 :  14:51:54    

May I thank you for that image, also? 

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

Berthavenation
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1593 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2008 :  15:43:16  

Eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee, thankies!!

Frans

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2008 :  16:46:28  

And I just realised that Josh already posted it on the Iconic Images thread!
http://www.dustyspringfield.info/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=3472&whichpage=1

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Jen
Little by little

Canada
175 Posts

Posted - 18/08/2008 :  04:07:20  

Hi Carole,

For completeness....."She's Our Girl Dusty" was from Cash Box dated September 12, 1964 (well, mine is anyway.... )

Jen

...for tiresome completeness?..... page 41! 

  

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 18/08/2008 :  07:32:56    

VERY NICE TO SEE YOU HERE JEN'

MARY
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USA
5821 Posts

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

Jen
Little by little

Canada
175 Posts

Posted - 18/08/2008 :  19:38:25  

Hi Mary!

Yes, I'm around...... as usual, just struggling to keep up 

and not much to say!!  

Jen

  

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 18/08/2008 :  19:46:26    

WELL YOUR ONE OF MY CIRCLE OF FRIENDS HERE ON LTD

MARY

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

Posted - 18/08/2008 :  21:58:27        

quote:

Originally posted by daydreamer

Is this what you were looking for Frans? I'd forgotten that I had it as part of an ad (probably from Billboard), headed "She's Our Girl
Dusty".
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USA
2678 Posts

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

This is one of my most fav pics of Dusty evah! 
Had it up on my myspace for a while..have a new one now.

JOSH

There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 18/08/2008 :  23:16:03    

Hi from me too, Jen. : )

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

Jen
Little by little

Posted - 21/08/2008 :  18:33:44  

Hi everyone! 

(I sent an email “cheerio” to Nancy in an effort to avoid another “off topic” post!)

So……. back “on topic”….

Lots of people seem to love the photo above (as do I). Is it reasonable to assume that that one, and these two were all taken
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Canada
175 Posts

at the same time? I’ve always really liked each of them, but have only recently clued in that they may have been taken
together!!  I think they appeal to me because the hair and the clothing are somewhat secondary to the total image. I guess,

in short, I mean that Dusty doesn’t seem to be hiding behind the big (absurd to my eye!) hair and “glitzy” clothes.

 

Apart from the early “denim” photos, and the ones taken late by Gavin Evans (Dusty again in a dark suit with 2 of the 3 I’ve
seen with a black background, so that all one can see is the head and hands), I can’t think of too many that are as simple as
these.

I’ve just had another related thought…… could it be a similar reason that so many of us love IDWTGOWY from the 1966 BBC
series? The song and the performance are, of course, brilliant. What adds to my enjoyment of it is the opportunity to see Dusty
up close without all those distractions. I had the same (very strong) reaction when I saw the video of Something In Your Eyes
for the first time. The close-ups were so close that I felt I could almost, nearly, actually see her through all the makeup!!! 

See - I don’t usually say much, but when I get going, I can ramble with the best of them!!  

Jen

  

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 21/08/2008 :  21:01:12  

Hello Jen,

I think the classic iconic shot we all love could have been taken at around the same time as the shots you've posted but I don't
think it was the same session. In the classic shot she's wearing a turtle neck sweater and either the photo has been
manipulated or she's wearing very heavy eye make up. Dusty doesn't appear to be wearing a sweater in the your second shot
but I can't see properly. In any case she looks great in all the shots. I go for the simplicity too. These shots are also
representative of my idea of the earlier '60s; like the cover of 'A Hard Day's Night'. 

I'm still not well versed in al the Dusty song short-forms. What is IDWTGOWY?

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Jen
Little by little

Canada
175 Posts

Posted - 21/08/2008 :  21:25:00  

Sorry.....!  

I Don't Want To Go On Without You....

Jen

  

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 21/08/2008 :  22:08:47  

Her hair looks very similar on those two shots Jen and they're obviously taken on a studio set, but I think the one from Cash Box
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

looks more similar to the cover of A Girl Called Dusty, in fact I've always thought that and wondered if it had been taken at the
same shoot. And as a PS....I love them all

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 22/08/2008 :  12:57:22      

Wow it never occurred to me that they could have been on the same day 

I guess its just because they have such a different feel.

LOVE MADS.

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 16/10/2008 :  20:54:07  

Something rather enigmatic about this one...

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 16/10/2008 :  21:01:55    

 WOW 
~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

Graham
Little by little

United Kingdom
119 Posts

Posted - 16/10/2008 :  21:55:44  

I think the picture on the left in the black sweater is SO iconic.

It reminds me of some of the black and white pics of Marilyn Monroe which are not her normal "posey" shots.

I would love a blow up of this.

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom

Posted - 16/10/2008 :  22:16:55    

Even in silhouette, she is INSTANTLY recognisable :)
Fab photo, Carole - where did you get that one?

Will 

"..I tried so hard, all summer through.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/
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United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1075 Posts

Posted - 17/10/2008 :  00:26:06  

Great photo Carole.! Thanks for posting it.

Chris

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 17/10/2008 :  00:57:01    

quote:

Originally posted by Graham

I think the picture on the left in the black sweater is SO iconic.

It reminds me of some of the black and white pics of Marilyn Monroe which are not her normal "posey" shots.

I would love a blow up of this.

It is tres Marilyn.
and you can have it as your avatar. 

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 17/10/2008 :  08:05:24  

Yes, the Marilyn shot is one of our favourites  I found the above while moving around on YouTube and thought it was just

wonderful. Here's another very cute one from the same Bacharach show.

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 17/10/2008 08:06:03

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 17/10/2008 :  09:40:37  

Wonderful pics Carole, I think both new to me, thank you, love them both, and its time this thread was back

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 17/10/2008 :  13:18:45    

Also cute! 
I can't stop looking at that first photo you posted from that show, Carole. It's unusual to see a full body shot in profile. It really
gives a sense of how petite she was, for one thing. The hair is just fantastic in profile, too. 
But there's something else about the photo I can't put my finger on.

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)
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USA
14235 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 17/10/2008 :  23:05:10  

She reminds me of a mannequin, very still.

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 17/10/2008 :  23:19:41        

Such awesome pics Carole!!! wow!  

Never have seen these before!

I love the first one....love silhouette shots of Dusty....the way she has her hands was the first think I noticed...and then the
background...very cool looking...I wonder what she was singing..

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 17/10/2008 :  23:28:41  

It was Wishin' and Hopin' Josh, shared with the Merseybeats.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVsHokf1s60

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Tim
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Posted - 18/10/2008 :  01:12:01    

Gorgeous Carole.

x

http://www.timlloydsmith.com

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 18/10/2008 :  11:05:02        

Thanks Carole!

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Sarah
Little by little

220 Posts

Posted - 18/10/2008 :  14:17:39  

Wow, fab pictures! Especially love the first one  

Thanks Carole for posting them.

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 19/10/2008 :  16:23:19  

I know we already have some of The Dating Game photo's scattered around, but I think Dusty's make up here is just perfect
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 19/10/2008 :  17:27:36  

All nice pictures Carole thanks, some of them certainly new to me. 

Wend

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 19/10/2008 :  17:28:18  

That is just lovely Carole, and yes the makeup is spot on...just gorgeous eyes. Thank you for the pic...you got a new programm
for your new computer or something

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 19/10/2008 :  18:00:50    

She looks *so* young there!

Will 

"..I tried so hard, all summer through.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 19/10/2008 :  19:28:09  

No Cas, I just found them online and swiped them

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Will
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 19/10/2008 :  20:19:10    

You mean "borrowed" ;)

Will 

"..I tried so hard, all summer through.."
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United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 20/10/2008 :  09:22:07  

quote:

Originally posted by daydreamer

No Cas, I just found them online and swiped them

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Nice one, they're brilliant.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 20/10/2008 :  15:54:10  

yes Dusty does look really young..sitting there on that bright, colorful, mod Dating Game studio setting. nice photo 

paula x

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 20/10/2008 :  16:15:16    

Let's see if this works....

http://s38.photobucket.com/albums/e146/allherfaces/dusty%20on%20dating%20game/?action=view&current=1181927049.pbw

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

Sarah
Little by little

220 Posts

Posted - 20/10/2008 :  16:50:36  

That record player slideshow is so cool!! I'm just sat here spellbound by the wooshyness!!! (Think this could keep me amused
for the rest of the day!! )

Fab Dusty pics too- doesn't she look so young. Thank you for sharing them. 

Xx

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 20/10/2008 :  17:05:40  

Yes, it works Nancy, you clever thing you

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 20/10/2008 :  17:34:00    

Very pretty, Nancy! =)

Cor xx

"I don't know what it is that makes me love you so..."

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 20/10/2008 :  17:58:08    
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USA
14235 Posts

I think I originally posted this long ago. Good thing all our memories are shot, so we enjoy it again. (I'd forgotten about it too!)

And to those who haven't seen it, enjoy! You can make one free on photobucket.com .... and maybe I'll make another too at
some point, if you'll only give me time. 

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 20/10/2008 :  18:50:26  

Great stuff Nancy, I'm one that doesn't remember it, tho' I do recall similar pics from long ago.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Jenny
I start counting

45 Posts

Posted - 20/10/2008 :  19:55:15  

Thanks Carole & Nancy! 

Love the make-up on The Dating Game! Wish i could recreate that... 
Had seen the Wishin' and Hopin' video footage and loved the hair. Won't even attempt that! There's just something about those
two photos. Think i'll try something 'arty' with them in the near future.

Jenny

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 21/10/2008 :  00:23:07  

Lovely images. I saw Carole's full shots a couple of days ago and was, again, surprised by how tiny Dusty was. She looks like a
doll or Lady Penelope. She looks so cool on The Dating Game. Thanks Carole and Nancy. I didn't get the Marilyn reference (I
think its the hair that does it but not much else) but I kind of see what folks mean. I'd never seen the clip with the
Mersyeybeats (what a great look they had). Thanks again to Carole. Great stuff.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Edited by - memphisinlondon on 21/10/2008 00:24:44

Duztfan
I start counting

USA
87 Posts

Posted - 27/10/2008 :  02:20:35  

To all of you who have ever participated in this thread,TAHNK YOU from the depths of my heaart! I just spent the entire day
today beginning on page 1 and ending here on page 84, devouring your treasured gifts. I have been laughing, crying, lusting and
admiring to the point of sheer blissfull overload. To think some of you knew her, saw her, talked with her is so wonderful and my
jealousy is indescribable. The only thing that makes it manageable is your generosity in sharing Dusty with those of us not so
fortunate. I feel I am truely fianlly home here at LTD surrounded by so many people who love Dusty and Mary as I do. I WILL be
at Dusty day and can not wait to meet you all! THANK YOU ALL! In awe, Ro

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 27/10/2008 :  03:06:46    

That sounds like a day well spent!

Dusty lives in our love for her.

Berthavenation
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1593 Posts

Posted - 27/10/2008 :  08:52:16  

Moving words, Kathy, they make me feel all warm inside, in fact my friend said I'm glowing....

Frans

Will
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 27/10/2008 :  09:35:25    

You'll find *so* much good stuff here.. and I look forward to meeting you at Dusty Day :)

Will 

"..I tried so hard, all summer through.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/
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United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 27/10/2008 :  11:40:35  

Only 84 pages Kathy, you've got a long way to go yet. LOL

Welcome and we all look forward to meeting you at DD09.

Wendy

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 27/10/2008 :  15:38:04  

This is a favourite of mine...aren't they all

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 27/10/2008 :  17:03:59  

Hmm that's a very nice picture Cas, I don't think I've seen it before.

Wend

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

Posted - 28/10/2008 :  08:48:03        

That is a nice one Cas!...love that smile!

JOSH
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USA
2678 Posts

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 28/10/2008 :  19:34:48    

Very nice picture indeed. Wonder what that little book is?

Kathy, your post put a big smile on my face! Wonderful.... 

Cor xx

"I don't know what it is that makes me love you so..."

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 29/10/2008 :  00:08:10  

mmm. that is a nice photo Cas..I have seen a version of it but I don't think I've seen this one with the big, beautiful smile. 

Ro, such an overwhelming day you have had...rest up and we'll see you tomorrow

paula x

Duztfan
I start counting

USA
87 Posts

Posted - 29/10/2008 :  02:25:02  

Appreciate all your responses. Seems I am spending a significant portion of my non-work, non-sleeping time either here or
reading AGCD by Sharon Davis and I STILL can't get enough!
I would be really pleased if my new friends here at LTD would call me Ro. It is short for my surname (Romine)and what my
friends and family call me.
I do have a question: I have seen very few informal pics of Dusty. In fact, only one I have seen is my avatar. That is one of my
favorite pics of her - she was even more beautiful 'au natural' to me then made up and dressed up. Did she not wear jeans and
t-shirts and shorts and sweats etc? GN, Ro

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 04/11/2008 :  13:07:58  

do you think Dusty or her photographer were aware of this James Dean photo? seems like it might have been the inspiration for
the Roll Away cover photo

Baby Blue
Where am I going?

USA

Posted - 04/11/2008 :  15:43:55  

Interesting thought Clive!

Marty
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USA
3185 Posts

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 18/11/2008 :  20:18:03  

a few Dusty photos I came across that were new to me

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 18/11/2008 :  20:29:21    

Great, Clive, thanks!

Look at her feet. Cute.

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 18/11/2008 :  22:28:35  

Wow, Clive, I hadn't seen the first two before. I love that she's about to be interviewed in bare feet. I wonder how many times
that happened?! Do you own that Combo magazine? It's not something I can recall seeing before. The last pic I have in full, I'll
find it and post it.

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 19/11/2008 :  08:09:26  

no Carole unfortunately it's not my magazine, I saw it here

http://www.tracks.co.uk/acatalog/1964_Combo_Newspapers.html

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 19/11/2008 :  08:39:03  

Great finds Clive, thank you so much, brilliant first foto.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 19/11/2008 :  23:01:34        

Great photos Clive!

There all new to me too!

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 20/11/2008 :  13:20:35  

sorry if this has been posted /discussed already

Dusty at the Ilford Palais, Essex giving a demo of the Hitchhiker dance January 1964.
Does anyone remember doing this dance!

http://www.allposters.com/gallery.asp?
aid=982898&apnum=3958623&LinkTypeID=1&PosterTypeID=1&DestType=7&Referrer%20=http://www.free-
scores.com/boutique/1165_music_posters_Dusty-Springfield.htm

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 20/11/2008 :  15:20:11  

I don't remember seeing that one before Clive, neither, oddly enough, can I remember the dance, was it a short lived one.
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United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Anyway many thanks for all those photos.

Wend

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 20/11/2008 :  15:34:40  

That photo is otherwise known as the dance of the zombies. It is somewhere else on our site Clive and past discussion included
how bland everyone else looked compared to Dusty! How did she keep a straight face?

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 20/11/2008 :  16:00:44  

That's a more fitting name Carole for the dance, but I don't think Dusty is keeping a straight face, she has got a little smirk
going on there I think. She's desperately trying to keep a straight face.

Wend

Edited by - Hampson on 20/11/2008 16:12:19

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 20/11/2008 :  16:29:37  

Yes, I can see the liitle smirk Wendy, I'll bet she cracked up good and proper when saw the photo though!

Here's the full version of the 3rd one that Clive posted.
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Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 20/11/2008 :  17:47:11  

thanks Carole, nice to see the full photo.

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 21/11/2008 :  02:21:57  

nice to see some Dusty photos..I thought we had run dry .
ah yes the Zombie dance ..they do all look a little dazed..except the woman to the left of Dusty..she looks as if she might

break out into the Hustle.
The first photo (the Day By Day)..it really doesn't seem as if they have a lot to say to each other. (wonder what the bubble
over their heads say?)

paula x

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 21/11/2008 :  08:08:16    

Oh yay its good to see some new photos! Thanks

Clare xoxo

"You know you've got it if it makes you feel good..."

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 21/11/2008 :  08:16:12        

Gotta love the zombie dance pic lol...I want to learn that dance lol

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 21/11/2008 :  09:13:30        

Here's some more
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JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

paula Posted - 21/11/2008 :  15:15:26
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p
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted  21/11/2008 :  15:15:26  

very nice Josh

paula x

Berthavenation
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1593 Posts

Posted - 24/11/2008 :  15:14:50  

Found these on Ebay:

Frans

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 24/11/2008 :  16:35:07  

Never seen the top one before Frans, love it

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 24/11/2008 :  17:12:29    

Frans, I don't suppose you have the link? 
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USA
14235 Posts

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 24/11/2008 :  18:37:38  

Saw the top two on Ebay Frans but not the last one, so thank you.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Berthavenation
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1593 Posts

Posted - 24/11/2008 :  18:49:46  

The links are
http://cgi.ebay.nl/DUSTY-SPRINGFIELD-ORIGINAL-VERY-RARE-8X10-
PHOTOGRAPH_W0QQitemZ250330153072QQcmdZViewItemQQptZUK_Collectables_Photographs_MJ?
hash=item250330153072&_trksid=p3286.c0.m14&_trkparms=72%3A1399%7C66%3A2%7C65%3A12%7C39%3A1%7C240%3A1318

http://cgi.ebay.nl/DUSTY-SPRINGFIELD-ORIGINAL-UNPUBLISHED-PHOTOGRAPH-
8X10_W0QQitemZ250330496157QQcmdZViewItemQQptZUK_Collectables_Photographs_MJ?
hash=item250330496157&_trksid=p3286.c0.m14&_trkparms=72%3A1399%7C66%3A2%7C65%3A12%7C39%3A1%7C240%3A1318

http://cgi.ebay.nl/DUSTY-SPRINGFIELD-ORIGINAL-UNPUBLISHED-PHOTOGRAPH-
8X10_W0QQitemZ250330508348QQcmdZViewItemQQptZUK_Collectables_Photographs_MJ?
hash=item250330508348&_trksid=p3286.c0.m14&_trkparms=72%3A1399%7C66%3A2%7C65%3A12%7C39%3A1%7C240%3A1318

Frans

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 25/11/2008 :  08:49:22  

love that airport one, thanks Frans

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 25/11/2008 :  22:51:51        

Nice ones Frans!

The airport one is very cute.

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

misty
I’ll try anything

USA
1413 Posts

Posted - 26/11/2008 :  00:08:19  

Never seen these Frans. Thanks

misty

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

Posted - 28/11/2008 :  00:21:32  

Thanks for those photos Frans.
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United Kingdom
1075 Posts

Chris

Duztfan
I start counting

USA
87 Posts

Posted - 28/11/2008 :  01:52:40  

Frans, you find the coolest stuff! I need a lesson from you! Any tips for me/us? thanks for these! Ro

"I don't want normality"

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 28/11/2008 :  20:23:03  

quote:

Originally posted by DustysBoy

Here's some more
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JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Josh I just love the middle one - it's beautiful. 

And thanks again Frans.

Wend

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 02/12/2008 :  14:13:20  

Theres quite a lot on Ebay just now, I don't recall this one...do you?

casx

'Something in your eyes'

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 02/12/2008 :  14:33:45  

No I don't but I want it! She looks sad and sort of lonely, but lovely too.
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 02/12/2008 15:15:00

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 02/12/2008 :  17:43:32  

beauiful photo Cas, thanks for posting it.

It says on ebay it was photographed at her home in January 1966 and was published once only in Woman magazine dated 1st
October 1966.

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 02/12/2008 :  20:30:43  

quote:

Originally posted by Cas19

Theres quite a lot on Ebay just now, I don't recall this one...do you?

casx

'Something in your eyes'

That's a great find Cas - so beautiful.

Wend

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 02/12/2008 :  20:46:24    

Oh that's lovely Cas - I've never seen that one before!

Will 

"..you're in my heart and on my mind.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

Sarah
Little by little

220 Posts

Posted - 02/12/2008 :  22:26:07  

Aww Cas that's such a lovely picture! An especially beautiful one- thank you for posting it 

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

Posted - 03/12/2008 :  10:32:59        

Love it Cas!...what a great find.
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USA
2678 Posts

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2008 :  09:05:35  

I'm amazed at the amount of unusual pics of Dusty on Ebay at the moment.
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Sorry if any have been posted before.
Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2008 :  09:26:26  

They're all lovely Cas, keep looking.

Wend

trek007
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1100 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2008 :  11:40:11  

Love the middle one of those 3.

Trek.
often called Carole.

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2008 :  21:59:16        

Wow!  

More wonderful Pics Cas!!! Thank ya for posting them.
I have not seen these either..love the one in the middle....and the one at the bottom some kind of reward??...it says disc so a
gold disc for a single perhaps???...wonder what song.

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2008 :  22:03:06    

Cas, where do all the pics come from? Are they from private collections or have they simply not been published before now?

Will 

"..you're in my heart and on my mind.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2008 :  22:55:05  

I was having the discussion today about where they have come from and it was suggested that a photo agency has bought
them, probably from a photo library that supplied these to magazines and such. They are all rare, some very rare in that they
don't seem to have made an appearance anywhere before. They're selling them as one off's on Ebay, obviously to get a good
price (and it seems to be working), but I do hate the fact that they may then just disappear again into someones private
collection.

The middle one of the last 3 is a puzzle to me. It says 1968 but it looks like 67 and I thought at first the dress was the one she
wore for the show with Alf Garnett, but it isn't. The material is the same (as the mini too), but the style is different and I don't
think I've ever seen it before. The one with the award was probably for IJDKWTDWM as I have a similar shot from Disc dated
5/9/64 saying the silver award was from Disc for sales of her latest single.

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 04/12/2008 22:57:31
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